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微惑星(Figure 1)の成長方程式， 

  — (1) 

において右辺括弧内の第1項と第2項の大小が入れ替わる天体半径  が秩序的成長と暴走的成
長の境界である．微惑星の物質密度  とし，微惑星間の相対速度  を 1 au に

おいて円軌道で太陽を公転する速度の1%とする．この時，  を求めよ(有効数字1桁)．太陽
質量 ，  を用いてもよい．
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Figure 1. 微惑星の合体成長
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  ̶ (2) 

 を代入して整理すると， 

  ̶ (3) 

ここで  (※) 
と各物理量を代入すると， 

 となる． 

※  から計算してもよい

2GM
Rcritu2

= 1

M = 4πR3
critρp/3

Rcrit = ( 3
8πGρp )

1/2

× u

u = 2π × 1.5 × 1011/(365 × 24 × 60 × 60) × 10−2 m/s

Rcrit = 2 × 102 km

u = GM⊙/r1au × 10−2
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2008年理論懇シンポジウム 玄田英典さん講演資料より 
http://rironkon.jp/sympo08/oral-files/genda.pdf

ダスト(塵) ~ µm

微惑星 ~ km

原始惑星 ~ 103 km
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復習：惑星系形成の標準モデル

↓ 秩序的成長

↓ 暴走的成長，寡占的成長

H2Oスノーライン

http://rironkon.jp/sympo08/oral-files/genda.pdf


標準モデルにおける成長時間の問題
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軌道半径 [AU]

惑
星
質
量
 [地
球
=1
]

軌道半径大→公転速度小 

(∵　  ) 

→ 衝突頻度小 

MMSNモデルでは円盤寿命内に 
木星以遠の惑星が形成しない 
(※ 円盤が重ければ成長速い)

vK = rΩK =
GM*

r



ダストの運動
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原始惑星系円盤

ガス
ダスト

ugas

ugas + vϕ

vr

圧力勾配力を受けるガスはダストよりゆっくり公転． 
向かい風のガス抵抗を受けるダストの運動方程式は， 

  ̶(1)， 

  ̶(2)． 

 : ガス抵抗で速度が変化する時間 (制動時間) 

 とおくと， 

  ̶ (3)， 

  ̶ (4)．

m(··r − r ·ϕ2) = −
GM⊙m

r2
− m

vr

τ

m
1
r

d
dt

(r2 ·ϕ) = − m
vϕ

τ

τ

·r = vr , ·ϕ = ugas + vϕ

dvr
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− r( ugas + vϕ

r )
2

= −
GM⊙
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原始惑星系円盤

ガス
ダスト

ugas

ugas + vϕ

vr

ガス公転速度  はケプラー速度  よりわずかに遅い 

これを  とおく ( )． 
 として2次以下の微小量を落とすと 

(3)より  

       ̶ (5) 

(4)より   ̶ (6) 

  ̶ (7) 

∴   ̶ (8)

ugas vK

ugas = (1 − η)vK η ≪ 1

ηvK, vr, vϕ ≪ vK

dvr

dt
≃

v2
K − 2ηv2

K + 2vKvϕ

r
−

vr

τ
−

GM⊙

r2

=
−2ηv2

K + 2vKvϕ

r
−

vr

τ
d
dt

[r(vK − ηvK + vϕ)] = − r
vϕ

τ

vr
d
dr

[r(vK − ηvK + vϕ)] = − r
vϕ

τ
vrvK

2
= −

vϕ

τ

ダストの運動



粒子サイズ

∼ 10−2 m∼ 10−4 m ∼ 100 m

ダストの中心星への落下
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(5), (8)より  を消去し，  の定常解を求めると， 

  ̶ (9) 

  ̶ (10) 

 は無次元化したダスト制動時間 

 で  は最大となる (~cmサイズのダストに対応) 

最小質量円盤モデルでは  ̶ (11) 

→ 103 年程度でダストは中心星に落下！

vϕ
dvr

dt
= 0

vr =
τp

1 + τ2
p

(−2ηvK)

vϕ = ηvK
τ2

p

1 + τ2
p

τp ≡ τΩK

τp = 1 |vr |

η ≃ 10−3( a
au )

1/2

← ガスと一緒に回転 ケプラー回転 →

落下の壁！



ペブル集積モデル
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円盤の中を落下していく~cmサイズのダストが 
少数の大きな微惑星(※)に集積  
→ 惑星形成時間の問題を解決？ ※微惑星の形成は別問題 

堆積学の言葉を借りて 
ペブル集積と呼ばれる (e.g., Lambrechts & Johansen 2012 Astron. Astrophys.) 

(↔ 標準モデルの微惑星集積)地学におけるペブル (4‒64 mm の小石)



ペブル集積
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2 Chris W. Ormel

zoom = 50

(d) settling
Mpl = 0.5
�s = 0.1
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Fig. 1 Examples of planet-pebble interactions, viewed in the frame co-moving with the planet. In
each panel the filled circle denotes the physical size of the planet and the dashed circle its Hill
sphere. Pebbles, characterized by a dimensionless stopping time ts, enter from the top, because
of the sub-Keplerian motion of the gas (Section 1.2). The planet mass is given in terms of Mt
(Equation (10)). Trajectories in red accrete. Only (c) and (d) qualify as pebble accretion, while (a),
(b), and (e) fall in the ballistic regime. In (f) particles are so small (ts = 10�6) that they follow gas
streamlines.

conditions pebble accretion is a viable mechanism. Section 4 highlights some appli-
cations.

1.1 What is pebble accretion (not)?

Pebble accretion is a planet formation concept that concerns the accretion of small
particles (pebbles) of negligible gravitational mass onto large, gravitating bodies:
planetesimals, protoplanets, or planets1. In a more narrow sense, pebble accretion
is an accretion process where (gas) drag as well as gravity play major roles. Simply
put, this means that the pebble has to be aerodynamically small and the planet to be
gravitationally large.

Examples of particle-planet encounters best illustrate the concept. In Figure 1
several encounters are plotted for pebbles of aerodynamical size ts and planet mass
Mpl, which are dimensionless quantities (their formal definition is given later in
Section 1.2 and Section 2.2 respectively). In (a) the small gravitational mass hardly

1 In this work I will simply refer to the large body as ‘planet’.

円盤内における惑星周囲の天体の軌道．左：ペブル，右：微惑星 
赤：集積した，黒：集積しなかった 
破線：ヒル半径

Ormel (2017) Astrophys. Space Sci. Lib. 

微惑星 
ガス抵抗をほとんど受けない 
遠方から近づく天体は脱出速度を超える 
→ めったに衝突しない 

ペブル 
ガス抵抗を受ける 
惑星の重力によって引き寄せられながら 
余剰のエネルギーをガス抵抗で失う 
→ 効率的に惑星へと集積 
集積断面積 ~ ヒル半径 ( の時)τp ∼ 1動径方向

回
転
方
向



ペブル集積による巨大惑星の形成
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M. Lambrechts and A. Johansen: Forming the cores of giant planets
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Fig. 3. Core growth as function of time. The di↵erent orbital separations
(5�8�15�20 AU) resemble the compact orbital configuration expected
after disc dissipation (Tsiganis et al. 2005). The red points identify the
critical mass where a phase of rapid gas accretion is triggered necessary
for the formation of gas giants (Lambrechts et al. 2014). Core growth
comes to a halt after reaching the critical core mass. The dashed lines
represent an extrapolation ignoring this halt in accretion. The yellow
shaded area marks the dissipation of the gas disc after ⌧dis = 3 Myr.

Figure 3 illustrates how the growth of the core depends little
on the separation from the host star. The initial embryo masses
were taken to be 10�3

ME and inserted at a time ti = 105 yr.
Embryo growth depends little on these assumptions4, as can be
seen in Eq. (35). The model parameters are the metallicity Z =
0.01 and the initial gas surface density of 500 g cm�2 at 1 AU.
Planets within approximately 10 AU reach the critical core mass
and trigger rapid gas accretion (the red dot marks the pebble
isolation mass), while planets at wider orbits, which do not reach
Miso, are stranded as ice giants.

Core growth is highly sensitive to the metallicity, as can
be seen from Eq. (35). Figure 4 shows the di↵erence between
an initial dust-to-gas ratio of Z = 0.005 and Z = 0.02 (while
keeping other parameters fixed). The evolution of the core mass
is similarly sensitive to the choice of the (initial) gas surface
density. Figure 5 illustrates the growth of planetary cores for a
gas surface density half and double that of our standard choice
(�0 = 500 g cm�2), both for the cases with exponential gas dissi-
pation over time and without. We discuss the sensitivity of plan-
etary growth to the metallicity and gas surface density in more
detail in Sect. 5.4.

4. Planetary migration
We have assumed that cores grow approximately in situ.
However, while the core grows to embryo size, it is susceptible to
type I migration. Due to a torque asymmetry, the planet migrates
relative to the disc towards the star (Goldreich & Tremaine 1980;
Ward 1997). The rate of this migration can be expressed as:

dr

dt
= �c

Mc

M⇤

⌃gr
2

M⇤

✓
H

r

◆�2
vK. (36)

4 However, for consistency one has to verify that ti is chosen such that
the pebble production line rg has passed the orbit of the planet r, so
the seed planetesimal can form by the streaming instability and accrete
pebbles.
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Fig. 4. Core growth as function of time, for di↵erent values of the ini-
tial dust-to-gas ratio Z0. Cores are placed on the same orbits as in Fig. 3,
and similar labeling is used. Core growth is very sensitive to the initial
metallicity: a twice as high value as the canonical dust-to-gas ratio of
Z0 = 0.01 leads to the formation of exclusively gas giants, while lower-
ing the metallicity by a factor 2 leads to systems of small ice giants.
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Fig. 5. Core growth as function of time, for two values of the initial
gas surface density �0, which has been altered by a factor of two from
the standard value used here (�0 = 500 g cm�2). Cores are placed on the
same orbits as in Fig. 3, and similar labeling is used. The grey lines give
the evolution in a disc with a temporally constant gas surface density
profile, corresponding to Eq. (35).

Here, c is a parameter that depends on the radial pressure and
temperature structure of the protoplanetary disc. Kretke & Lin
(2012) give an overview of the migration rates in power-law
discs (Tanaka et al. 2002; Paardekooper et al. 2010, 2011). We
adopt c = 2.8 in the isothermal regime (Paardekooper et al.
2010), but other prescriptions would only weakly change mi-
gration rates by order unity for our simple disc model.

By combining the planetary accretion rate (Eq. (28)) and the
migration rate, we can find the relation between the planetary
mass and the migrated distance,

dMc

dr
= Ṁc

 
dr

dt

!�1

= �
c
�2

G
�1/12

M
5/4
⇤ t
�1/6

r
�1/4

M
�1/3
c

= �Kr
�1/4

M
�1/3
c . (37)
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ペブル移動・集積を取り入れたモデル計算の例 (Lambrechts & Johansen 2014, Astron. Astrophys.)

惑
星
質
量
 [M

⊕
]

時間 [year]

円
盤
ガ
ス
の
消
失 すでに微惑星が形成している 

遠方から十分なペブルが供給される 
という条件を満たせば， 
円盤ガス散逸前に臨界コア質量 まで成長( ∼ 10 M⊕)



電波観測による円盤ダスト質量の見積もり
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surveys. We assume Tdust=20K for all disks and adopt
distances of 140pc for Taurus (Kenyon et al. 2008), 150pc or
200pc for Lupus (Comerón 2008), 160pc for ChamaeleonI
(Luhman 2008), and 145pc for Upper Sco (de Zeeuw
et al. 1999). For Upper Sco, we only include the “full,”
“evolved,” and “transitional” disks from the sample of
Barenfeld et al. (2016), as these represent the “primordial”
disks that do not yet show signs of disk clearing. Only sources
with M*�0.1Me were considered in order to exclude brown
dwarfs, while also maintaining a common stellar mass limit
among the surveys. Stellar masses taken from the literature
were derived using the Siess et al. (2000) evolutionary tracks
for all regions except ChamaeleonI, which used the Baraffe
et al. (2015) models; the stellar masses derived using these two
grids are generally consistent, thus any effects should be
negligible.

The fitted linear regression parameters for each region are
given in Table 4 and plotted in Figure 7. Our results further
support the steepening of the Mdust–M* relation with age,
though the errors are large. Interestingly, we also find similarly
large intrinsic dispersions for all five regions; as previously
noted by Pascucci et al. (2016), this seems to be an inherent
property of disk populations, reflecting a range of disk
conditions (e.g., dust opacities, disk evolutionary states,
anddust temperatures) rather than the age and/or environment
of the region, and may partially account for the diversity seen
in the exoplanet population.

We note that our fitted values in Table 4 are mostly
consistent with those found by Pascucci et al. (2016; see their
Table 4) despite differences in assumptions of grain opacity
(e.g., they use β= 0.4 in Equation (1), while we use β= 1.0)
and stellar mass cutoffs (e.g., they include sources with
M* < 0.1Me,while we exclude brown dwarfs). Indeed, the

main disagreement is the intercept estimate for Lupus, which
differs because Pascucci et al. (2016) exclude the 20 sources in
Lupus with unknown stellar masses, while we account for them
using the MC approach described in Ansdell et al. (2016). The
slope for Upper Sco is also noticeably different (although
within errors) because Pascucci et al. (2016) only consider
“full” and “transitional” disks from Upper Sco, while we also
include “evolved” disks following the definition of “primor-
dial” disks in Barenfeld et al. (2016).
Finally, we address three potential caveats to our Bayesian

linear regression fit to σOrionis disks. First, Pascucci et al.
(2016) found that shallower slopes can result when the sample
is dominated by upper limits at low stellar masses. Although
roughly two-thirds of our σOrionis sample was undetected in
the continuum, the non-detections span a range of stellar
masses (see Figure 7); moreover, even if the slope is actually

Figure 7. Disk dust mass (Mdust) as a function of stellar mass (M*) for disk populations in five star-forming regions with ages spanning the disk dispersal timescale
(∼1–10 Myr). Colored circles are (sub-)millimeter continuum detections and gray triangles are 3σ upper limits. For σOrionis, the black triangles indicate 3σ upper
limits from stacks of the non-detections in three stellar mass bins. For Lupus, the 20 sources with unknown stellar masses that were included in the analysis via an MC
method (see Ansdell et al. 2016) are given representative values and identified by thick gray outlines. For each region, the solid lines show the Bayesian linear
regression fits to the data, which take into account upper limits, intrinsic scatter, and measurement errors on both axes (Kelly 2007). The lower right panel compares
the fits in all five regions, illustrating the ∼1dex difference in Mdust between the youngest and oldest regions at low stellar masses, and the convergence in Mdust at
high stellar masses.

Table 4
Mdust–M* Bayesian Fit Parameters

Region Age (Myr) αb βb δ

Taurus 1–2 1.2±0.1 1.7±0.2 0.7±0.1
Lupusa 1–3 1.2±0.2 1.8±0.4 0.9±0.1
ChaI 2–3 1.0±0.1 1.8±0.3 0.8±0.1
σOrionis 3–5 1.0±0.2 2.0±0.4 0.6±0.1
Upper Sco 5–11 0.8±0.2 2.4±0.4 0.7±0.1

Notes.
a Fit taken from Ansdell et al. (2016), as they used the same methodology
described in Section 6.2, but also an MC analysis to account for 20 Lupus
sources with unknown stellar masses.
b We use the convention of Kelly (2007), where β and α represent the slope
and intercept, respectively. This differs from that of Pascucci et al. (2016), who
switched these symbols.
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The Astronomical Journal, 153:240 (15pp), 2017 May Ansdell et al.

MMSN

MMSN

最小質量円盤( )を下回るものが多い & 年齢とともにダスト質量が減少 
→ ダスト落下？ 惑星形成？ (∵ 円盤内の惑星は“見えない”)

≃ 40M⊕

Ansdell et al. (2017) Astron. J.



微惑星形成：直接合体成長
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普通に考えると(コンパクトなダストだと)，ダスト落下の壁を超えられない 
“ふわふわダスト”(低密度アグリゲイト)なら落下前に成長できる (Okuzumi et al. 2012; Kataoka et al. 2013) 

ガス抵抗則の特性によって，低密度アグリゲイトの  は成長に伴い急激に増加τp

as the initial condition. Figure 3 shows the resultant aggregates
obtained from two series of sequential collisions. In the low-
velocity case with vimp ¼ 0:54 m s"1 (Fig. 3a), the resultant ag-
gregates are fluffier than those in the high-velocity case with
vimp ¼ 4:4 m s"1 (Fig. 3b).

To examine the compression process quantitatively, we eval-
uate the radius or the volume of the resultant aggregates. We de-
fine the characteristic radius of an aggregate, rcrit, by (Mukai et
al. 1992; W08)

rcrit #
ffiffiffi
5

3

r
rg; ð10Þ

with the radius of gyration, rg, given by

rg #

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XN

i¼1

xi " xMj j2

N

vuut ; ð11Þ

where xi is the position of particle i, xM is the position of the
center of mass of the aggregate, and N is the number of particles
composing the aggregate. The volume Vand the density ! of the
aggregate are evaluated with equations

V ¼ 4"

3
r3crit; ð12Þ

! ¼ m1N

V
; ð13Þ

respectively.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the radius and the density of

the growing aggregates in the sequential collisions. The evolution
curves of the radius and the density are not smooth in one run (see
Figs. 4a and 4b), because aggregates collide with each other in
random orientations. We perform 30 sequential collisions to ob-
tain the averaged value. Figures 4c and 4d show the averaged
radius and the averaged density, respectively, which give smooth
evolution curves. The density of aggregates decreases on aver-
age as they grow.

Since aggregates are compressed through the inelastic roll-
ing motion, the density evolution depends on the critical rolling

energy Eroll (or #crit, see eq. [7]) and the impact velocity vimp. We
performed similar simulations of sequential collisions for vari-
ous values of parameters, #crit and vimp. Figure 5 shows the den-
sity evolutions of growing aggregates in these simulations. In all
simulations of sequential collisions with constant impact ve-
locities, the densities of aggregates decrease as the aggregates
grow.

Comparison of the densities of the resultant aggregates with
those of BCCA clusters is useful. For collisions at sufficiently
low velocity, the BCCA structures are produced by the sticking
together of equal-mass aggregates without any transformation.
BCCA clusters have very fluffy structures and the fractal di-
mension of these aggregates is ’2. The radius of gyration of
BCCA clusters is given by (e.g., Mukai et al. 1992; W08)

rg;BCCA ’ N1=2r1: ð14Þ

Fig. 2.—Time evolution of the kinetic energy (solid line) and the dissipated
energy (dashed line) with vimp ¼ 0:54m s"1 and #crit ¼ 2 8. At t ¼ 3tcross, the ar-
tificial damping forces and torques begin to be exerted.

Fig. 3.—Resultant aggregates obtained from the simulations of sequential col-
lisions with (a) vimp ¼ 0:54 m s"1 and (b) vimp ¼ 4:4 m s"1. Aggregates obtained
from the high-velocity case are more compact than those obtained from the low-
velocity case.

DENSITY EVOLUTION OF DUST AGGREGATES. I. 1313No. 2, 2008

Suyama et al. (2008)

A&A 557, L4 (2013)
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Fig. 3. Pathways in the planetesimal formation in the minimum mass solar nebula model. The gray line shows the constant density evolutional
track, which corresponds to the compact growth. The black, green, blue, and red lines are the evolutional track through dust coagulation via fluffy
aggregates. Each line represents different mechanisms of dust coagulation, which are hit-and-stick, collisional compression, gas compression, and
self-gravity compression. The red shaded region represents where the radial drift timescale is less than the growth timescale, which is equivalent to
radial-drift region. The brown squares indicate the properties of comets, and the triangles represent their upper limit. The radii of dust aggregates
for 1 µm, 1 cm, 1 m, 100 m, and 10 km are also written. Top left: for 5 AU in orbital radius. Top right: for 8 AU in orbital radius. The cross point
represents where the dust falls onto the central star. Bottom left: for 5 AU in strong turbulence model where αD = 10−2. Bottom right: for 8 AU in
two times as massive as MMSN model.

growth starts. The dust internal density is still as small as ∼10−2,
which means that the geometrical cross section is larger than the
compact case. This will make the runaway growth faster, but the
whole scenario does not change, as shown in the N-body simu-
lations (Kokubo & Ida 1996).

In conclusion, we revealed the pathway of the porosity evo-
lution of dust aggregates to form planetesimals by introducing
static compression. We also showed that icy dust growth on the
pathway avoids the bouncing, fragmentation, and radial drift bar-
riers. This scenario can provide a planetesimal distribution as a
concrete initial condition of the later stages of planet formation.
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微惑星形成：ダスト濃集
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古典的モデル：鉛直方向に薄いダスト層の形成 
× 円盤中の乱流によって十分にダスト層が薄くならない 

ストリーミング不安定 (e.g., Youdin & Goodman 2005; Johansen et al. 2009) 

落下するダスト密度の濃淡が成長 
ダストが多い場所 →  小  
→ 落下が緩やかになる → ダストが集まる澱みになる 

圧力バンプへの濃集 (e.g., Whipple 1972; Haghighipour & Boss 2003; Taki et al. 2016) 
動径方向に対しガスの圧力に極大値があると， 
局所的に となり，ダストが濃集

η

η = 0

Eddies

l ~ η ~ 1 km, St ~ 10−5−10−4

Pressure bumps / vortices

l ~ 1−10 H, St ~ 0.1−10

Streaming instabilities

l ~ 0.1 H, St ~ 0.01−1

Fig. 6.— The three main ways to concentrate particles in protoplanetary discs. Left panel: turbulent eddies near the smallest scales
of the turbulence, η, expel tiny particles to high-pressure regions between the eddies. Middle panel: the zonal flow associated with
large-scale pressure bumps and vortices, of sizes from one scale height up to the global scale of the disc, trap particles of Stokes number
from 0.1 to 10. Right panel: streaming instabilities on intermediate scales trap particles of Stokes number from 0.01 to 1 by accelerating
the pressure-supported gas to near the Keplerian speed, which slows down the radial drift of particles in the concentration region.

4.1.1. Isotropic turbulence

On the smallest scales of the gas flow, where the Coriolis
force is negligible over the turn-over time-scale of the ed-
dies, the equation governing the structure of a rotating eddy
is

dvr
dt

= −
1

ρ

∂P

∂r
≡ fP . (16)

Here fP is the gas acceleration caused by the radial pressure
gradient of the eddy. We use r as the radial coordinate in a
frame centred on the eddy. The pressure must rise outwards,
∂P/∂r > 0, to work as a centripetal force. In such low-
pressure eddies the rotation speed is set by

fP = −
v2e
#
. (17)

Very small particles with τf # te reach their terminal ve-
locity

vp = −τffP (18)

on a time-scale much shorter than the eddy turn-over time-
scale. This gives

vp = −τffP = τf
v2e
#

=
τf
te
ve . (19)

The largest particles to reach their terminal velocity in the
eddy turn-over time-scale have τf ∼ te. This is the op-
timal particle size to be expelled from small-scale eddies
and cluster in regions of high pressure between the eddies.
Larger particles do not reach their terminal velocity before
the eddy structure breaks down and reforms with a new
phase, and thus their concentration is weaker.
Numerical simulations and laboratory experiments have

shown that particles coupling at the turn-over time-scale of
eddies at the Kolmogorov scale of isotropic turbulence ex-
perience the strongest concentrations (Squires and Eaton,

1991; Fessler et al., 1994). In an astrophysics context, such
turbulent concentration of sub-mm-sized particles between
small-scale eddies has been put forward to explain the nar-
row size ranges of chondrules found in primitive meteorites
(Cuzzi et al., 2001), as well as the formation of asteroids
by gravitational contraction of rare, extreme concentration
events of such particles (Cuzzi et al., 2008). This model was
nevertheless criticised by Pan et al. (2011) who found that
efficiently concentrated particles have a narrow size range
and that concentration of masses sufficiently large to form
the primordial population of asteroids is hard to achieve.

4.1.2. Turbulence in rigid rotation

On larger scales of protoplanetary discs, gas and parti-
cle motion is dominated by Coriolis forces and shear. We
first expand our particle-trapping framework to flows dom-
inated by Coriolis forces and then generalise the expression
to include shear.
In a gas rotating rigidly at a frequencyΩ, the equilibrium

of the eddies is now given by

2Ωve −
1

ρ

∂P

∂r
= −

v2e
#
. (20)

For slowly rotating eddies with ve/# # Ω we can ignore
the centripetal term and get

ve = −
fP
2Ω

. (21)

High pressure regions have ve < 0 (clockwise rotation),
while low pressure regions have ve > 0 (counter-clockwise
rotation).
The terminal velocity of inertial particles can be found
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of the turbulence, η, expel tiny particles to high-pressure regions between the eddies. Middle panel: the zonal flow associated with
large-scale pressure bumps and vortices, of sizes from one scale height up to the global scale of the disc, trap particles of Stokes number
from 0.1 to 10. Right panel: streaming instabilities on intermediate scales trap particles of Stokes number from 0.01 to 1 by accelerating
the pressure-supported gas to near the Keplerian speed, which slows down the radial drift of particles in the concentration region.
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small-scale eddies has been put forward to explain the nar-
row size ranges of chondrules found in primitive meteorites
(Cuzzi et al., 2001), as well as the formation of asteroids
by gravitational contraction of rare, extreme concentration
events of such particles (Cuzzi et al., 2008). This model was
nevertheless criticised by Pan et al. (2011) who found that
efficiently concentrated particles have a narrow size range
and that concentration of masses sufficiently large to form
the primordial population of asteroids is hard to achieve.
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cle motion is dominated by Coriolis forces and shear. We
first expand our particle-trapping framework to flows dom-
inated by Coriolis forces and then generalise the expression
to include shear.
In a gas rotating rigidly at a frequencyΩ, the equilibrium

of the eddies is now given by
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ストリーミング不安定

ダスト濃集領域： 
ガスがケプラー回転に近い

Johansen et al. (2014) in Protostars and Planets VI



Nesvorný, et al. (2019)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WA4Y8VCqBqE


惑星移動
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惑星が円盤につくる波のシミュレーション 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ko52m9jJGTQ

タイプ I 惑星移動 
原始惑星は円盤ガスに密度波をたてる 
密度波から受ける重力によって惑星はトルクを受ける 
移動方向は多くの場合内向き 

 の惑星の移動時間  年  円盤寿命 
惑星質量に比例して早くなる 

タイプ II 惑星移動 
 に達した惑星はガス円盤に溝をつくる 

ガス円盤の粘性降着にともなって溝ごと惑星が移動

1 au, 1 M⊕ ∼ 105 ≪

RH ∼ H

Image credit: Frédéric Masset

タイプ I タイプ II

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ko52m9jJGTQ


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ko52m9jJGTQ


恒星近傍を公転する系外惑星

18

標準シナリオでは恒星近傍で巨大ガス惑星はできない → 惑星移動の証拠？



惑星同士の重力散乱
重力散乱による短周期惑星の形成

円盤の中で誕生した惑星は離心率が小さい 
円盤ガス消失後，複数の惑星の軌道交差が起きうる 
→ 離心率の大きい惑星，浮遊惑星の形成

Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech
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浮遊惑星の想像図

渡部他 編 日本評論社『太陽系と惑星』



系外惑星の離心率
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consistency. The data were taken from the website over the
course of several weeks in February and March 2014. We used
RV data only for our analysis since the planets in that subset
of the dataset typically have known and relatively reliably
measured eccentricities.

A Trend in Multiplicity Versus Eccentricity
Fig. 1 shows the cumulative eccentricity distribution function in
exoplanet systems and the Solar System for systems of various
multiplicities. There is a clear trend toward lower eccentricities
in higher-multiplicity systems. This trend is perhaps most no-
ticeable in the top (high eccentricity) half of the plot. Fig. 2
shows the eccentricity vs. semimajor axis relation at each mul-
tiplicity and also displays the strong tendency toward lower ec-
centricity at higher multiplicity.
The strength and nature of the anticorrelation of orbital ec-

centricity with multiplicity is even more dramatically revealed
by plotting the mean and median eccentricity as a function of
multiplicity, as shown in Fig. 3. Two features of this figure are
worthy of special note (i) The divergence of the one-planet
systems, and two-planet systems to a lesser extent, from what
appears to be a power-law relation at higher multiplicities is
noticeable in both the mean and median curves. (ii) The Solar
System fits the eccentricity trend at higher multiplicity quite well

despite the fact that the RV data quality for the exoplanetary
systems would only allow the detection of Jupiter and perhaps
Saturn. In other words, it would be more statistically consistent
to plot the Solar System point in these figures at a multiplicity of
one or two, as also shown in the figure. In either case, the Solar
System does not appear to have unusually low orbital eccen-
tricities with respect to exoplanet systems, but rather the Solar
System planet eccentricities are consistent with the exoplanet
eccentricity distribution when multiplicity is taken into account.
The uncertainties of the mean eccentricities shown in Fig. 3

were calculated by bootstrapping. The bootstrap method gave an
uncertainty of approximately two thirds of the usual rms estima-
tor, which is consistent with the limited extent of the eccentricity
distribution tail. The uncertainties in the medians correspond to
the one-third and two-thirds points in the distributions shown in
Fig. 1 divided by

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N − 1

p
, where N is the number of points in the

multiplicity bin.
A two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test was used to

determine the significance of the differences in the eccentricity
distributions of systems with different multiplicities. The test was
applied both to the entire data sample and to the subsamples
consisting of the highest 75% of the eccentricities in each multi-
plicity subsample. Use of the latter subset of the data is motivated
by the possibility that low-multiplicity systems with low-eccentricity
orbits may have undiscovered members and thus actually be of
higher multiplicity.
In both cases, the P values consistently decrease for larger dif-

ference in the multiplicities of the two samples being compared.
This is consistent with the systematic trends visible in Figs. 1 and 3.
The results of the tests for the full sample and the high-eccentricity
subsamples are shown in Table 2. In the high-eccentricity sub-
sample case, for samples that have multiplicities that differ by at
least two planets, the K–S test yields a statistically significant dif-
ference (P ≤ 0.05). At higher multiplicities, the significance (1 – p)
of the difference between distributions with adjacent multiplicities
generally decreases. This may well be an artifact of the smaller
sample sizes at higher multiplicities rather than an actual con-
vergence of the eccentricity distributions.

Table 1. Number of planets in dataset for given multiplicity

Multiplicity (no. planets in system)
Total number of planets
with given multiplicity*

1 276
2 81
3 25
4 12
5 or 6 9

*This value is not necessarily a multiple of the system multiplicity since not
all exoplanets have measured eccentricities.
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the Solar System for various multiplicities. There is a trend toward lower
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惑星系の中の惑星の数 →

系外惑星の離心率は様々 
惑星数が多いほど離心率小

赤：太陽系の木星・土星

巨大ガス惑星HD96167bの軌道 ( )e = 0.71

Limbach & Turner (2014) PNAS
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小惑星帯
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Image credit: Kevin Walsh

グランド・タック・モデル (e.g., Walsh et al. 2012) 

形成期の木星と土星が内向きに移動し、 
火星軌道付近で外向きに引き返したという仮説 
→ 太陽系の特徴を説明 
• 比較的小さな火星 
• 混在する小惑星
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dependent on the rate at which disk particles evolve onto planet-
crossing orbits. The time at which Jupiter and Saturn cross their 1:2
MMR depends on: (1) their initial distance from the location of the
resonance, (2) the surface density of the disk near its inner edge, and
(3) the relative location of the inner edge of the disk and the outer ice
giant. On the basis of the above arguments, we initially performed a
series of eight simulations where the location of the inner edge of the
disk was set as the unique free parameter (Fig. 1). As expected, we
found a strong correlation between the location of the inner edge and
the time of the 1:2 MMR crossing. For disks with inner edges near
15.3 AU (see above), we find crossing times between 192Myr and
880Myr (since the beginning of the simulation).
We also performed eight simulations where we varied the initial

location of the ice giants by,1 AU, Saturn’s location by,0.1 AU, the
total mass of the disk by 5 Earth masses (5ME), and its initial
dynamical state by pushing the particles’ eccentricities up to 0.1
and inclinations up to 3.58. We found that we can delay the resonant
crossing to 1.1 Gyr since the beginning of the simulation, although
longer times are clearly possible for more extreme initial conditions.
Therefore, we can conclude that the global instability caused by the
1:2 MMR crossing of Jupiter and Saturn could be responsible for
the LHB, because the estimated date of the LHB falls in the range of
the times that we found.
Figures 2 and 3 show the evolution of one of our runs from the first

series of eight. Initially, the giant planets migrated slowly owing to
leakage of particles from the disk (Fig. 3a). This phase lasted 880Myr,
at which point Jupiter and Saturn crossed the 1:2 MMR. After the

resonance crossing event, the orbits of the ice giants became unstable
and they were scattered into the disk by Saturn. They disrupted the
disk and scattered objects all over the Solar System, including
the inner regions. The solid curve in Fig. 3b shows the amount
of material that struck the Moon as a function of time. A total of
9 £ 1021 g struck the Moon after resonance crossing—roughly 50%
of this material arrived in the first 3.7Myr and 90% arrived before
29Myr. The total mass is consistent with the estimate4 of 6 £ 1021 g,
which was determined from the number and size distribution of
lunar basins that formed around the time of the LHB epoch1. Such an
influx spike happened in all our runs. The amount of cometary
material delivered to the Earth is,1.8 £ 1023 g, which is about 6% of
the current ocean mass. This is consistent with upper bounds on the
cometary contribution to the Earth’s water budget, based on D/H
ratio measurement13. The average amount of material accreted by the
Moon during this spike was (8.4 ^ 0.3) £ 1021 g.
The above mass delivery estimate corresponds only to the come-

tary contribution to the LHB, as the projectiles originated from
the external massive, presumably icy, disk. However, our scheme
probably also produced an in flux of material from the asteroid belt.
As Jupiter and Saturn moved from 1:2 MMR towards their current
positions, secular resonances (which occur when the orbit of an
asteroid processes at the same rate as a planet) swept across the entire
belt14. These resonances can drive asteroids onto orbit with eccen-
tricities and inclinations large enough to allow them to evolve into
the inner Solar System and hit the Moon4.
We investigated the role of asteroid impactors in our LHB model

Figure 2 | The planetary orbits and the positions of the disk particles,
projected on the initial mean orbital plane. The four panels correspond to
four different snapshots taken from our reference simulation. In this run,
the four giant planets were initially on nearly circular, co-planar orbits with
semimajor axes of 5.45, 8.18, 11.5 and 14.2 AU. The dynamically cold
planetesimal disk was 35ME, with an inner edge at 15.5 AU and an outer edge

at 34 AU. Each panel represents the state of the planetary system at four
different epochs: a, the beginning of planetary migration (100Myr); b, just
before the beginning of LHB (879Myr); c, just after the LHB has started
(882Myr); and d, 200Myr later, when only 3% of the initial mass of the disk
is left and the planets have achieved their final orbits.

Vol 435|26 May 2005|NATURE LETTERS
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ニース・モデル (e.g., Gomes et al. 2005) 

原始惑星系円盤散逸後のある時期(~数億年後)に， 
巨大惑星同士の相互作用で軌道が変化したという仮説 

後期天体重爆撃(5章)など，太陽系の特徴・イベントを説明 

グランド・タックより後 (数百万~数億年後)

ニース・モデルの提案する巨大惑星(円)と小天体(点)の軌道進化 
時系列は a, b, c, d (Gomes et al. 2005) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXeOh3xmrQM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXeOh3xmrQM


現実的な円盤の温度 (光学的に厚い円盤)
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Oka et al. (2011) Astrophys. J. を改変

粘性
加熱

中心星の光は円盤内部に届かず， 
表面で吸収・再放射された光のみ寄与 
→ 光学的に薄いモデルより低温 

中心星に近い領域のみ粘性加熱が効く 

時間とともに質量降着率低下 → 低温 
スノーライン  となる 
地球の水量問題 (Sato et al. 2016, Astron. Astrophys.)

< 1 au

シミュレーションの1例 
ダストサイズなどの仮定によって結果が異なる



地球の水量問題
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Sato et al. (2016) Astron. Astrophys.

Takao Sato et al.: On the water delivery to terrestrial embryos by ice pebble accretion

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we intro-
duce the models of the solar nebula, dust evolution, and pebble
accretion, emphasizing how disk turbulence affects dust coagu-
lation and pebble accretion quantitatively. In Sect. 3, we present
the results of our model calculations and highlight how the rate
of pebble accretion by an embryo depends on the radial extent
of the disk and on turbulence strength. We give some discussions
in Sect. 4 and summarize in Sect. 5. Appendix A is devoted to
the validation of the simplified dust evolution model employed
in this work.

2. Model
2.1. Overview

We describe the model we use to quantify how much water is
delivered to rocky embryos at 1 AU through icy pebble accre-
tion (see Fig. 1 for a schematic of the model). We consider a
solar-mass star and a protoplanetary disk of outer radius rout. We
assume that the snow line is initially well beyond 1 AU and mi-
grates in across 1 AU at time tstart after the beginning of dust
evolution. We take tstart as a free parameter to avoid complica-
tions that would result from detailed modeling of the snow-line
evolution. We assume that the solids in the disk are initially in
the form of 0.1 µm-sized dust grains, and calculate the growth
and radial inward drift of ice particles outside the snow line via
a simplified dust coagulation model described in Sect. 2.3. The
calculation gives us the mass flux (in the direction of the cen-
tral star) and typical size of icy pebbles that arrive at 1 AU as a
function of time t. The ice-to-rock mass ratio of the icy pebbles
is assumed to be unity in accordance with the solar system com-
position compiled by Lodders (2003). Millimeter observations
of protoplanetary disks suggest that rout is typically within the
range 100–300 AU (e.g., Andrews & Williams 2007). We con-
sider the two values rout = 100 AU and 300 AU.

We then place a rocky embryo of initial mass Me,0 at 1 AU
and allow it to accrete ice particles at t > tstart. We consider two
cases, Me,0 = 10−1M⊕ and 10−2M⊕. The largerMe,0 is the typical
mass of terrestrial embryos predicted from planetesimal accu-
mulation without fragmentation (e.g., Wetherill & Stewart 1989;
Kokubo & Ida 2002). The final water fraction of the embryo is
compared with the minimum water fraction of the present Earth
given by the ocean (0.023 wt%) and with the hypothetical water
fraction of the proto-Earth inferred from the density deficit of the
Earth’s outer core (1 wt%).

The radial drift of ice particles considered in this study is
due to their angular momentum in a sub-Keplerian rotating pro-
toplanetary disk (Adachi et al. 1976; Weidenschilling 1977). In
reality, solids in a disk have an additional inward velocity ow-
ing to the accretion of the background gas onto the central star.
However, this latter velocity component is negligible compared
to the former component whenever dust grows into pebble-sized
particles (Brauer et al. 2008a; Birnstiel et al. 2012).

We neglect possible filtration by planetesimals, planetary
embryos, or gas giants exterior to 1 AU. As already shown
by previous studies (Lambrechts & Johansen 2014; Guillot et al.
2014; Morbidelli & Nesvorny 2012), a swarm of planetesi-
mals or embryos filters only a minor fraction of the peb-
ble flow (typically < 50 %) unless the size distribution of
the bodies is narrowly peaked at 103–104 km in radius (see
Guillot et al. 2014). By contrast, if massive planets already exist
at t ∼ tstart, they can efficiently halt the flow of the pebbles by
opening a gap in the gas disk (e.g., Paardekooper & Mellema
2006; Rice et al. 2006; Zhu et al. 2012; Pinilla et al. 2012;

r = r
out

snow line

t = 0

1 AU

t < t
start

rocky grain
(water content = 0)

icy grain
(water content = 0.5)

t > t
start

rocky embryo icy pebble

drift

t = t
start

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration showing the radial inward drift of icy
pebbles and the inward migration of the snow line in a protoplanetary
disk. Rocky embryos at 1 AU accrete radially drifting icy pebbles when
the snow line resides at < 1 AU. Time t = tstart, at which the snow line
passes 1 AU, is taken as a free parameter.

Morbidelli & Nesvorny 2012; Lambrechts et al. 2014). By ne-
glecting this effect, we effectively assume that such gap-forming
planets form only after the snow line migrates inside 1 AU. We
discuss this point in more detail in Sect. 4.3. We also neglect the
loss of the pebble flux due to the accretion by adjacent rocky
embryos. Thus, the problem we are considering reduces to the
problem of calculating the pebble accretion rate of each isolated
rocky embryo.

In the following subsections, we describe our disk model in
Sect. 2.2, the equations that determine the evolution of icy peb-
bles in Sect. 2.3 and 2.4, our pebble accretion model in Sect. 2.5,
and our parameter choices in Sect. 2.6.

2.2. Disk model
The radial distribution of the gas surface density Σg is taken from
the minimum mass solar nebula (MMSN) model of Hayashi
(1981),

Σg = 1700
( r
1AU

)−3/2
g cm−2, (1)

where r is the distance from the central star. We cut off Σg at
r > rout and take the cutoff radius rout as a free parameter (either
100 AU or 300 AU). The initial dust surface density Σd,0 is taken
to be 1% of Σg. The total dust mass within the initial disk is

Md = 2π
∫ rrout

rin
rΣd,0dr ≈ 80M⊕

( rout
100 AU

)1/2
, (2)

where we have used rin % rout. Since Md is an increasing func-
tion of rout, the dominant part of the mass resides in the outer-
most region of the disk. We come back to this point in Sect. 3.1.

The gas disk is assumed to be isothermal and hydrostatic
in the vertical direction. The gas density at the midplane is
thus given by ρg = Σg/(

√
2πhg), where hg = cs/Ω is the gas

scale height, cs =
√

kBT/mg is the isothermal sound speed,
Ω =

√

GM'/r3 = 2.0 × 10−7(r/1 AU)−3/2 s−1 is the Keplerian
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円盤の温度進化を考慮したペブル集積の概念図

H2Oスノーラインが岩石惑星の軌道領域まで移動 
→ “地球はなぜ水が少ないのか？”という新たな問題 

例) 岩石惑星に氷を含んだペブルが大量に集積 
　  → 氷惑星になってしまう (Sato et al. 2016) 

解決策 
木星が早期に形成し，氷ペブルをせき止めた？ 
(Morbidelli et al. 2016) 
太陽系は小さい円盤から形成？ (Ida et al. 2019)
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ガスとダストの回転速度差 → ダストの落下．  サイズを超えて成長できない 

ペブル集積モデル：落下してくるペブル(  サイズのダスト)が集積して微惑星が急成長 
→ 巨大ガス惑星の成長時間の問題を解決 
微惑星形成：低密度アグリゲイト合体成長，ダスト濃集(圧力バンプ，ストリーミング不安定) 
惑星移動：自らが立てた密度波からのトルク(タイプ I)，溝と一緒に移動 (タイプ II) 
太陽系の惑星移動モデル：小さい火星のサイズや小惑星帯の特徴を再現可能？ 

現実的な円盤温度：H2Oスノーライン  → 地球はなぜ水が少ない？

∼ cm

∼ cm

< 1 au
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観測的に求められている分子雲コアの典型的な物理量 (半径 

 , 回転速度 ) を用いて，円盤の
半径  を au単位で見積もれ(有効数字1桁)．ただし，原始
星は太陽質量 とする．1 pcは約 2×105 au である．

R0 ∼ 0.1 pc R0Ω0 ∼ 10−2 km/s
Rcentr

2 × 1030 kg

Why Do Stars Form with Disks?

10

● Stars form from gravitationally 
collapsing molecular cloud cores gravity

centrifugal 
force

● Gravity (per unit mass) 

    ~ GM/R2 ∝ R–2  

where L = R2Ω = R02Ω0

● The centrifugal force takes over 
gravity at the “centrifugal radius” 

R0

Rcentr

Rcentr ~ L2/(GM) ~ (R02Ω0)2/(GM)

For R0 ~ 104 au and Ω0~10–14 s–1, 

one gets Rcentr ~ 10-100au 

Ω0

(angular momentum

per unit mass)

● Centrifugal force (per unit mass)

    ~ Ω2R  ~ L2/R3 ∝ R–3

分子雲コアから恒星が形成
• 重力

• 遠心力

角運動量の保存からある半径  で力が釣り合うRcentr
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角運動量：

̶ (1)

̶ (2)

̶ (3)

Fcentr ∼ RΩ2 ∼
L2

R3


